
Wooden Loft Ladders…



Designo wooden loft ladder

…quality, energy efficiency & strength

The Designo wooden loft ladder perfectly

balances aesthetics with strength and

quality. It sets the standard for wooden

loft ladders in energy efficiency, long-

lasting quality and ease-of-installation.

 Certified passive house component.

 Fully insulated hatch, featuring a 6-

point locking mechanism that 

provides an airtight seal.

 Patented WDL sealing and insulation 

tape for the perfect seal between the 

hatch box and the building.

 Heavy duty ladder, rated to 180kg per 

tread.

 Concealed hinges and discrete 

operating latch.



Designo DD loft ladder

…upper hatch for superb energy efficiency

The Designo DD loft ladder; all the

benefits of the Designo with a secondary

upper cover for even better thermal

insulation. Also, the upper cover can be

closed immediately after entering the loft,

therefore minimising the loss of warm air.

 Fully insulated hatch, featuring a 6-

point locking mechanism that 

provides an airtight seal.

 Patented WDL sealing and insulation 

tape for the perfect seal between the 

hatch box and the building.

 Heavy duty ladder, rated to 180kg per 

tread.

 Concealed hinges and discrete 

operating latch.



Quadro wooden loft ladder

…energy efficient, made-to-measure and easy to install

The Quadro wooden loft ladder is the

solution when ‘standard’ is simply not

good enough. It is supplied as an easy to

fit, made-to-measure unit.

 Traditional wooden loft ladder design.

 Fully insulated hatch, featuring a 4-

point locking mechanism that 

provides an airtight seal.

 Load rated to 150kg per tread.

 Wide treads with anti-slip profile for 

comfort and safety.

 Pre-drilled hatch box for quick and 

easy installation.

 Concealed hinges and discrete 

operating latch.



Quadro 2wooden loft ladder

…sliding mechanism for high floor-to-ceiling heights

The Quadro 2 wooden loft ladder features

a sliding mechanism such that it can

overcome a wide range of floor-to-ceiling

heights, from 1.8m to 3.34m. It is supplied

as an easy to fit, made-to-measure unit.

 2-part sliding mechanism.

 Fully insulated hatch, featuring a 4-

point locking mechanism that 

provides an airtight seal.

 Load rated to 150kg per tread.

 Wide treads with anti-slip profile for 

comfort and safety.

 Pre-drilled hatch box for quick and 

easy installation.

 Concealed hinges and discrete 

operating latch.



Cadet 3wooden loft ladder

…the traditional wooden loft ladder

The Cadet 3 wooden loft ladder combines

traditional styling with quality components

and clever design. It offers high-standards

of thermal efficiency and is an ideal loft

ladder for domestic/residential projects.

 Traditional wooden loft ladder design.

 Fully insulated hatch with an airtight 

seal.

 Hatch box trap door finished in white 

on both sides.

 Load rated to 150kg per tread.

 Wide steps with anti-slip profile for 

comfort and safety.

 Available in standard sizes only for 

quicker delivery.



ProfiLinewooden loft ladder

The ProfiLine F30 / F30 Plus / F60 is a fire

rated wooden loft ladder. It offers an

attractive design and is available in

standard or made-to-measure sizes. The

3-part folding wooden ladder is contained

within a wooden hatch box and an

insulated trapdoor.

 Traditional wooden loft ladder design.

 Fully insulated hatch with an airtight 

seal.

 Hatch box trap door finished in white 

on both sides.

 Load rated to 150kg per tread.

 Wide steps with anti-slip profile for 

comfort and safety

 Maximum floor to ceiling height of 

3200mm

…fire resistant wooden loft ladder

The ProfiLine is available with the following fire ratings:

F30 30 minutes from below (DIN 4102-2 MPA Braunschweig (EN1365-2 / EN1363-1))

F30 Plus 30 minutes from below and above (DIN 4102-2 MPA Braunschweig)

F60 60 minutes from below (DIN 4102-2 MPA Braunschweig (EN1365-2 / EN1363-1))




